Vestibular symptoms and signs are correlated with abnormal neurogenic vestibular evoked potentials in patients with multiple sclerosis.
Symptoms of disequilibrium in multiple sclerosis (MS) are common. Neurogenic vestibular evoked potentials (NVsEPs) are saccular responses to tone-pip acoustic stimuli and are recordable from the parietal areas ipsilaterally to the stimulated ear. We wished to determine possible correlations of abnormal findings in NVsEP with clinical neurological findings related to the vestibular system, and demyelination seen on MRI. NVsEPs were performed by delivering a 1 kHz tone-pip stimulus monoaurally with contralateral masking noise via headphones. Brainstem auditory evoked potentials were performed in the standard manner. Thirty-three patients had either been diagnosed with MS or had possible MS. There is statistical evidence that the presence of symptoms is likely to give an abnormal NVsEP, but no correlation exists between the presence or absence of vestibular symptoms and signs and an abnormal BAEP. No correlation was found between the presence of brainstem lesions on MRI and an abnormal NVsEP. Correlation exists between abnormal NVsEP and the level of disability using Expanded Disability Status Scale scores. We have found that with increasing involvement of abnormal NVsEPs, there is a significant correlation with symptoms and signs that can be referred to the vestibular system.